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ABSTRACT

Molecular experimental data for population genetics is often stored in spreadsheet programmes or as input data for computer programmes that enable analysis of population genetics. Such experimental data can often be interpreted only by the researcher who conducted the experiment, diminishing the transparency of the whole study. Additionally, same data can be stored at several locations. Making changes to the data in a single location generates inconsistencies in the dataset. A database layout in Access was developed to facilitate transparent population genetic data storage in a single location and simplify its use for population genetic analysis through a computer programme that enables filtering of the data and transforms it into Genepop, SpaGeDi, Structure, Baps and Convert input files. The MOLEKBASE system is freely available at http://www.gozdis.si/index.php?id=151.
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INTRODUCTION

The analysis of population genetics requires vast data sets. Hundreds of individuals belonging to different populations or species are analysed on as few as five co-dominant loci in population studies of forest trees (e.g. Heuertz et al. 2003; Fernandez-Manjarres et al. 2006; Heuertz et al. 2004) and up to 377 co-dominant loci in human population studies (Rosenberg et al. 2002). In population genetic analysis of forest trees, microsatellites and isozymes are the markers of choice and the datasets usually consist of a low to medium number of loci, e.g. five to 15. A small analysis of four populations with 50 samples in each population would therefore yield 2000 to 6000 data points for co-dominant markers.

Molecular experimental data for population genetics is usually stored in tables of spreadsheet programmes such as Excel or as input data for a variety of computer programmes that enable analysis of population genetics. This can lead to the same data being stored at several locations. Changing the data at only one location will therefore generate inconsistencies in the dataset. Additionally such experimental data can often be interpreted only by the researcher who conducted the experiment, diminishing the transparency of the whole study. Re-analysing the data and combining different studies, especially if some time has passed or the personnel in the laboratory have changed, is difficult. In order to overcome the above-mentioned problems we have developed a database layout in Access, in which data from population genetic studies can be stored in a single place. Individuals or populations needed for specific analysis can be filtered out and selected data transformed into some of the most common freely available population genetic programme input formats without making changes to the original data set. The system was developed to help us manage vast datasets of population genetic data needed for the analysis of forest genetic resources but could be useful in other fields.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Review of population genetic studies of forest trees has shown that microsatellites and isozymes are the markers of choice for population genetic analysis of forest trees. The datasets usually consist of a low number of loci for microsatellites to medium number of loci for isoenzymes.

Access was used to develop the layout of the database. The layout allows addition of other needed categories (i.e. columns) if needed by the user. The data filtering and conversion programme was written in MS Visual Studio 2005 vb.net.

The MOLEKBASE system (database layout in Access, Windows executable file and the source code), including the user manual and example files, can be freely downloaded from http://www.gozdis.si/index.php?id=151.

RESULTS

Experimental data and background information in the MOLEKBASE system are stored in three different tables: Molecular data, Population and Locus. The first table contains molecular data in relative sizes or codes in a three-digit format for up to 25 co-dominant loci and information regarding individual samples, such as sample code, population code, species, laboratory code, as well as year of analysis. In the second table, information regarding sampled populations is stored. This table contains population codes, geographic location in latitude/longitude format and/or UTM coordinates and altitude. Other fields describing individual samples and/or populations can be added after the predefined fields. For forestry purposes, these might be vitality, developmental stage, origin of populations, seed stand identifiers etc. In the last table, the names and number of loci belonging to each species and/or experiment are stored.

Currently, the database layout supports data storage and manipulation for up to 25 co-dominant diploid loci, which, according to a survey of the literature is sufficient for most population genetic studies in the forestry field. The database layout was primarily developed for microsatellites but can store and manipulate any co-dominant data in three-digit format.

With the help of scripts, samples of interest for a certain analysis can be selected and transformed into five different input formats. The programme enables se-
lection of data based on country of origin, species, population, sampling year and individuals. Boolean operators are used to combine different filters. Selected data can be transformed into five different input formats, read by the following population genetics programmes: Genepop (Raymond & Rousset 1995, Rousset 2008), SpaGeDi (Hardy & Vekemans 2002), Structure (Pritchard, Stephens & Donnelly 2000), Baps (Corander, Waldmann & Sillanpaa 2003) and Convert (Glaubitz 2004).

Figure 1: Data filtering and conversion form

CONCLUSION

MOLEKBASE is a database layout in Access with an accompanying computer programme that facilitates transparent molecular data storage for population genetic analysis in a single location and its use by filtering and converting selected molecular data into five different input formats.

POVZETEK

Raziskave v okviru populacijske genetike zahtevajo velike količine podatkov. Genski označevalci, ki jih uporabljamo pri populacijskih genetskih analizah dreves so največkrat mikrosateliti ali izoencimi; posamezna drevesa...
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